Tax Effort and Fiscal Capacity Information for Colorado School Districts
2017-18

The Colorado School Finance Project (CSFP) created several reports about Colorado’s School District Tax Effort and Fiscal Capacity for 2017-18. It is important to note that school districts have no control over what 1 mill can raise.

- Tax Effort and Fiscal Capacity 2017-18 including an overall summary and detail by school district
  - Tax Effort and Fiscal Capacity 2017-18 Summary (portrait mode)
  - Tax Effort and Fiscal Capacity 2017-18 Summary (landscape mode)
- Tax Effort and Fiscal Capacity 2017-18 by Assessed Value and type of Mill – includes pie chart and detail by school district
  - Assessed Value
  - Assessed Value per Pupil
  - Total Program Mills - (mills each district levies as part of the school finance act)
  - Mill Levy Overrides - (voter approved)
  - Bond Redemption Mills - (voter approved)